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I must admit to being a romantic and idealist by nature. Having said that I must declare that I believe 
romance and idealism to be amongst the most prized possessions of our species apart from instinct itself. 
Up until the advent of what we know as civilization man had an imagination which was centred on the 
survival of the species. But then imagination became increasingly diluted with passing time and with 
sedentarization, fortification of settlements, and later the expeditions of conquest over weaker societies and 
opened the way for colonization of new territories, and in due course monopoly of authority centred about a 
few powerful individuals and the greed of their supporters. Entire civilizations and weaker cultures were 
vanquished and history resounds with the rhetoric of military conquest ascribed to so-called great and 
murderous rulers. A certain glory is sought to be portrayed in the genocidal career of successful hordes of 
destroyers taming the planet and looting its resources for the benefit of the fortunate dominant populations 
of the plunderers. Technology was meant to be a tool for human advancement, not destruction, but the 
cannibalism inherent in complete authority led to a new age dawning in the period known as the age of 
colonialism as weaker sections of dominant societies were enslaved by the industrial machine. This age 
was supported by the discovery of the latent power in fossil solar energy stored over millennia within the 
body and the surface of the planet itself. This was mainly coal, and oil.  Coal brought about the Industrial 
Revolution in England whereby the discoveries of the iron age, coupled with the discovery of gunpowder 
and later steel and its manufacture led to such extremes of European power that it could result in an 
Enlightenment based not only upon agricultural surplus as in the past but upon an economic surplus. This 
took place in the nineteenth century and whereby entire swathes of non European populations across the 
globe could be exterminated and the remaining populations made subjects within the territories which they 
had once possessed. 
 
Along with this dehumanizing ability of conquest and exploitation came the internal cannibalism of which I 
have spoken and the great powers fought among themselves and sacrificed untold millions in the great 
wars which ravaged the twentieth century, each conflict creating more powerful warheads of destruction 
from the bomber aeroplane to the atomic bomb, and there-from through conquest a more robust economy 
for the victors and a bleaker future for the vanquished. Mankind fought among itself for the riches of the 
earth and eventually waged war for resources against the planet Earth itself. This was the attack on the 
ultimate repository of all global “wealth”, and so we found ourselves as rampaging hordes fighting over 
planetary resources as a source of gratification on a scale never before imagined. The produce of this 
beautiful planet shaped over aeons of  cosmic time, this our only home in a dark, unknown and 
uninhabitable universe, became the food of our bodies, minds and senses in a manner not even the 
greatest of the ancient Greek or Roman philosophers and epicureans had ever imagined. For an entirely 
new species was emerging from the earlier marches of evolution. Nowhere in the writings of the ancients or 
their preserved oral traditions have I found such prophesy as to indicate what modern man would become 
or how destructive would be his actions against the planet or his own race. I began this with thoughts of 
romanticism and idealism, because even during the worst of times these were gifts which our race 
understood, but not now. Today these values have been destroyed piecemeal, even as the sunken 
continent of unfound Atlantis!  
 
India has been home to many wonders, and among these is a large population of tigers, today its National 
animal and status symbol of ecological plenty since the tiger heads at the apex of the biological food chain. 
This peninsular subcontinent where I live was once a largely forested land cradled by great oceans and 
capped by the mighty ranges of the Himalayas continuing into the northwest in the Hindukush, Pamir and 
Karakorum ranges to the edge of Eastern Europe. It was filled with a diversity of cultures including over five 
hundred tribes listed by British anthropologists, and a variety of landscape and environment which defies 
description almost, and is only found on the great continent of Africa on a landmass only a small fraction of 
its size. It was a pleasant land with about fourteen hundred miles of continent on either side bounding the 
ocean and an equal length along its top end, and in fact forming a somewhat triangular shape. It was a 
pleasant land with charming peoples who had created a wealth of cultural diversity perhaps unrivalled in its 
expressions. Standing upon trans-continental crossroads – the Silk Road top China, the Asian Highway to 
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Southeast Asia, and the Arab sea-routes via the Persian Gulf and Red Sea to Africa it was a meeting place 
of many wonders. Even Alexander of Macedon marched his army from Greece in 325 BC to find and 
conquer which he partly achieved but he never invaded India. This great land remained unconquered – 
except by itself – until the English finally conquered it, step by step, first through the East India trading 
Company, and later after 1857 by the Crown. When Britain left India to itself in 1947 it handed the reins of 
power to a group of high caste idealists headed by Jawaharlal Nehru the new nation’s first Prime Minister 
and the power of the state henceforward asserted itself through a parliamentary democracy in which the 
people had no say but to elect rulers. The industrialism which the British had brought to India was the model 
of the ruling state against Gandhi’s advocacy for a nation built upon agriculture and homespun produce 
(Swadesh) ruling itself through the existing framework of village councils (Panchayat) and this was his ideal 
of what he called the Village Republic. This was his definition of happiness, security and freedom (Swaraj) 
for our people. 
 
The industrial model of development imposed by Nehru and the Congress Party immediately after 
Independence from British rule in 1947 went in the opposite direction, looking to Soviet and American 
models of industrial development. All the lessons learned from the long period of colonization and its 
existing legislation based on the colonial principle of sovereign domain were used to colonize India itself 
attacking the land, its forests,  its agricultural lands and river systems. The people that came in the way – 
indigenous agricultural and forest societies – were forcibly displaced and made into workers for the 
industrial machine which was set in place. Five-Year plans were begun with targets of expenditure not 
achievement. In sixty years eleven Five-year plans became the model of development and the 12

th
 Five-

year plan is being made. A government elected by the people ruled at the centre in New Delhi in an 
unexpected authoritarian - later totalitarian - manner and India was re-colonized upon the existing 
hierarchical caste system in a nation deemed to be secular. 
 
This country was blessed with enormous deposits of coal - not all of good quality - and which were used by 
the British from the nineteenth century, mainly in central India, but this mining had never amounted to a 
“national threat” as it is today. During the 1970s coal mining was nationalized and the state expanded 
mining, finally during the 1980s under neo-liberal policies coal mining was corporatized and foreign players 
brought in, the perhaps first being the North Karanpura Coalfield Project in the upper Damodar watershed 
of north Jharkhand where the Whyte Industries opened the Piperwar Opencast mine. Today opencast coal 
mining has ravaged the whole of central India. Several million hectares, mostly forests inhabited by tribals 
and agricultural lands, have been mined for coal, a quarter of it the last habitat of  endangered species like 
the Indian tiger, Indian elephant, leopard, wild buffalo and bison,  and so on down the food chain. The loss 
to biodiversity on the subcontinent has been unparalleled. The national company Coal India  - the biggest 
coal mining company in the world –today mines 80% of India’s coal  -  435 million tonnes per year and 
projected to double by 2032. 
 
This sort of extraction causes an estimated 200,000 hectares of environmental destruction in Central India 
alone. Recently, Greenpeace-India made an in-depth survey of the harm it is doing to wildlife habitats – and 
in particular to the tiger population of the region which holds a quarter of the Indian tiger population of 1700 
tigers (How Coal Mining is Trashing Tigerland- the North Karanpura  is report no.11 of the coal bloc studied- 

http://www.greenpeace.org/india/Global/india/report/How-Coal-mining-is-Trashing-Tigerland.pdf  
). Using scanned copies of the official forest cover maps georeferenced using coordinates, Erdas imagine 
software and protectplanet.net website, as well as India’s recent Right to Information Act (RTI) for Ministry 
of Environment and Forest maps it produced the mother of all reports in a detailed ground survey of 13 coal 
blocks in five central Indian states. It also used the census figures for tigers, elephants and leopards 
prepared by the Wildlife Institute of India (WII) and National Tiger Census Authority (NCA) to derive GIS 
layers of wildlife presence. According to an FAO study India ranked among the top ten most forested 
nations in the world in 2005. This rosy picture is now fast changing with rampant deforestation for coal and 
other mineral mining and industries with few if any re-forestation measures to compensate the long-term 
damage being done to habitats except for plantations of thin fast growing species not conducive to 
biodiversity generation which show up in satellite imagery (identifiable), and are replacing the forest only on 
paper, not in fact. India has already lost over 70 percent of its native forest cover and even official estimates 
put the actual forested areas at a mere 21%. Vast areas of rich natural ancient forests are becoming vast 
wastelands as land erosion in the bared areas due to monsoon rains become nutritionally degraded land 
unfit for forest cover. The loss to endangered species and India’s biodiversity is enormous and beyond 
remedy. Recently the Department of Economic Affairs (DEA) mooted the idea of implementing a National 

http://www.greenpeace.org/india/Global/india/report/How-Coal-mining-is-Trashing-Tigerland.pdf
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Investment Board (NIB) under the chairmanship of the Prime Minister,  for fast-tracking all investments 
above 1000 crore rupees which will over-rule all requisite clearances from the various ministries (such as 
Ministries of Environment & Forests, Tribal Affairs, Panchayat, Etc.). The ministers of these ministries 
reacted sharply to the NIB proposal. 
 
In 2010 the Indian Ministry of Coal had proposed to the Ministry of Environment & Forests (MoEF) a plan to 
declare forest areas where coal should not be mined, or “No-Go” areas, in the hope of receiving fast-track 
clearances. But this plan rebounded against it when all coal-bearing areas were found to be unavailable 
outside abundant forest areas. They immediately did a turn-around or volte face, demanding the proposal 
be scrapped! The most amazing thing was and is that Coal India the national mining giant which does 80% 
of coal mining in the country already has 255,000hectares of coal bearing areas. From 2002 to 2011 the 
Ministry of Environment & Forests has granted permission for diversion of 400,687 hectares of forest land 
for coal mining during the nation’s 12

th
 Five-Year-Plan. Recent research shows India’s forest cover 

declining at the rate of 1.5 to 2.7 percent every year! According to India’s Planning Commission the coal 
required to generate electricity will more than double in the next 20 years to maintain a GDP growth rate of 
8 to 9 percent. If this is to happen it is shown by the Greenpeace study that all the remaining forests 
containing viable tiger populations in Central India will have to be destroyed for mining coal. The rate of 
Environment and Forest clearances for new coal mines has rapidly been increasing to the extent railways, 
roads, power plants and other infrastructure are being built even before the forest and other clearances 
have been received for the coal mines that will fill the supply because the “ sunk investments”, so the mines 
are assured of ultimate clearances. In the recent case of the controversy in this connection in the Mahan 
coalfields of Singrauli in Madhya Pradesh the courts upheld the logic of “sunk investments”. 
 
The Greenpeace report has called for an immediate moratorium on forest clearance for coal mining and 
especially in view of the fact that forest clearances have already been given far in excess of the 
government’s proposed energy targets. It demands that all wildlife forest corridors and habitats of 
endangered species should be excluded from existing coal blocks which have already received clearance. 
The most important thing to realize is that India’s dream of dependence on coal-energy is short-sighted, 
because the nation’s coal reserves have already been estimated to last only for another 30 to 40 years. 
 
Another recent study by two professors at the Indian Institute of Science (IISc) Divecha Centre for Climate 
Change in Bangalore (H.Mitavachan & J.Srinivasan) has shown that there is more than enough land 
available to generate solar energy to meet the national requirements which confirms a report by the 
Australian government in 2011 which noted “There is more than enough suitable land in India to meet the 
nation’s energy needs.” The IIS report has placed the land required for a national energy program at 3-4 
percent of the nation’s landmass. This is in direct contrast to the Indian government’s claim that India does 
not have enough land for solar power and thus must turn to nuclear energy power! Coal for energy as seen 
is highly damaging both to environments and people living on the land – as well as agriculture, water 
resources and forests – in a thickly populated countryside. An average dam displaces over 30,000 people 
and submerges about 9000 hectares of land and water is a necessity for both thermal and nuclear power. 
Nuclear power has a devastating footprint through criminally dangerous uranium mines in populated areas 
causing massive radiation, and the disposal of waste is another huge problem, and coal is a secondary 
support in maintaining infrastructure. Atul Chokshi at the Department of Materials at IIsc  and an expert on 
solar energy has shown how a 3kw rooftop solar panel system covering India’s 425 million households can 
meet at least half of India’s projected energy demand by 2070.But the government does not see any 
alternative excepting coal to meet the requirements of this heavily populated country. The government 
auditor recently declared that the loss to the nation through coal mining is to the tune of 200 billion USD. 
How long things can continue in this way is uncertain with the aggravating indications of climate change and 
altered monsoon and enforced land-use patterns. 
 
Since the inception of the notorious North Karanpura Coalfields Project speculating over 30 new opencast 
coal mines in the upper watershed of the river Damodar in north Jharkhand in eastern central India (an area 
where I live in the town of Hazaribagh) which began in 1985 I have had to face the situation of being an 
activist against the mining. I did it because I was morally compelled to. The mines are not alone. They bring 
in new highways and railroads through the forest, they bring in super thermal power plants and industrial 
units, they bring in new housing and land-use patterns,  and change the landscape at the cost of displacing 
hundreds of villages of indigenous peoples, destroying their agricultural lands and forests, in fact their very 
sources of survival. And there on million population in a 2000 sq km area. At stake here are two hundred 
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tribal villages and several hundred square kilometres of rich natural forests which have been tiger and 
elephant habitat. The valley known as the North Karanpura Valley in the Damodar basin in its upper 
watershed has been shown to have a rare palaeo-archaeology with Early Man sites and prehistoric rock 
paintings in fourteen painted caves. There are several important megalithic sites. Also, a rare mural painting 
tradition continued from the rock painters has established itself among the tribal women who paint fantastic 
animal, plant and other forms – geometric, zoomorphic and anthropomorphic - on the mud walls of their 
village homes. I have successfully drawn UNESCO’s attention to this as well as having at least one rock art 
site at Isco put onto consideration for the World Heritage List. We formed a cooperative of women artists 
from the valley which has held over four dozen exhibitions of their art on paper in the art capitals of the 
world. Several women artists have presented their case and threat to their living heritage and indigenous 
rights before the Working Group on Indigenous Peoples at Geneva. Attention has drawn researchers and 
activists worldwide to the threats to the valley from new opencast coal mines. Our campaign site is at 
www.karanpuracampaign.org.  Apart from its rare archaeological heritage and continuing traditions there is 
evidence of Buddhist heritage and traditions connected with Early Buddhism. The valley is a mere 60 
kilometres from the world-famous Buddhist sites of Ithouri and Bodhgaya. Where Lord Buddha is believed 
to have received his enlightenment. Because of its location in a pristine watershed surrounded by plateaux 
and hill ranges the land within the valley is an agricultural and forested heartland. The Greenpeace report 
takes up this valley of North Karanpura for detailed study (No.11).So far three opencast mines have been 
opened and several villages destroyed, and the village of Kusumtola in another mine now being opened is 
under destruction and subject to a FIAN campaign to try and save it and its inhabitants, the petition and 
signature campaign being before the Prime Minister. Other mines have received environmental clearance 
and the famed megaliths of Punkri Barwadi are threatened by a new mine of NTPC now given to Theiss 
company of Australia. 
 
India is an agricultural country traditionally from the most ancient times. The village agriculture production 
and exchange economy gave its people the agricultural surplus whereby the arts and crafts could flourish 
precisely because of the food sufficiency due to this agricultural surplus. We have two very valuable reports 
left by the Chinese scholars Fsa-Hien and Hsuen Tsang who travelled across India in the middle of the first 
millennium to search out centres of Buddhist learning, and these scholars in their voluminous writings have 
left us a rosy picture of the India of those times. The country continued in agricultural plenty and social and 
cultural stability until the arrival of the Muslims at the end of the first millennium and then the process of 
disintegration began, which was compounded by the Moghul and British colonization. Then in modern India 
sixty-five years ago there entered the completely new experiment of industrialism with its mineral dependent 
economy. The very first action of this new development was the industrialization of agriculture, extraction of 
minerals and destruction of agricultural lands, followed by both cultural change and the breaking up of the 
traditional village economy. Food shortages ensued in a country that according to Huen Tsang’s report had 
never experienced famine. The ugly face of poverty and famine appeared during the period of direct British 
rule of India after 1858 and the Great Bengal Famine was its worst example. The ancient Indian food 
production, dependent as it ever was upon the three month rainy season from July to September was a 
mesh of irrigated and bio diverse environments across the entire country, terraced fields predominant in the 
hilly eastern region with short-backed cattle for rice plough tillage, and the high humped long-backed Zebu 
cattle in the Northwest for cereals production. The land was enriched deeply with the manure of ages and 
water channel systems which collected every drop of monsoon rainfall. Wide rivers and rushing streams 
flowed through richly forested environments. It was a land of peace and plenty. The agriculture and 
exchange economy that had grown alongside it in field and forest held ancient societies living in cradles of 
biodiversity. This composite culture and exchange economy produced a wealth of artistic and religious 
flourish not known elsewhere. The exchange economies allowed not only trade but the exchange of diverse 
ideas from Southeast Asia and China to travel to West Asia and Africa, and ultimately reach Europe itself, 
and thus since very early times India was known and eyed by European rulers. The quest which led 
Columbus to America was intended for India…Though this people might not have known cash as wealth 
they had an assured food surplus and the security this brought in environments adequate in supply of 
necessities. This civilization continued into the 20

th
 century and after Independence in 1947 agriculture was 

industrialized. India had 20,000 varieties of indigenous rice which has been replaced by industrial seed 
banks creating new industries for irrigation, fertilizers, pesticides, demand for oil and electricity and 
destroying the agricultural land through salination and soil impoverishment. The village seed banks are 
dying and people are having to turn to Monsanto and government for seeds.  
 

http://www.karanpuracampaign.org/
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The poet and philosopher Lucretius wrote in his poem “On the Origin of Things” - which was considered the 
noblest descriptive poem extant” by none other than Dryden and Byron - , 
“Know ye not, 
Of all ye toil for, Nature nothing asks, 
But for the body freedom from disease, 
And sweet unanxious quiet for the mind.?” 
 
Traditional India was the ultimate expression of this dream fulfilled. And we might as well conclude that this 
state attends at all times highly evolved traditional societies everywhere. For such societies had long ago 
reached that civilization optimum wherein growth is restrained by its natural limits in keeping with ecological 
restraints to balance it. Where man and nature live in harmonies which could not withstand the axe of urban 
industrial production systems and greed which has everywhere it went destroyed these highly evolved 
mechanisms of human survival and their attendant celebration of Nature as Mother and the arts as her 
manifestation in expression. History tells us that when India first became an empire under Chandragupta 
Maury in the 4

th
 cent.BC that while there was effective control by the state over towns the villages were left 

completely autonomous. Since the earliest historical times (2
nd

 cent. BC) the villages of India had been self 
sufficient units in economy, politics, and law-making giving it the Panchayat or village council system of self-
administration.  In the Arthashastra, a treatise on good administration by Chandragupta’s prime minister 
Chanakya (Same as Kautilya) it is stated that although the Mauryan rule had centralized authority – after all 
it ruled from Bactria  to the Deccan -  it was observed strictly  that the villages under its domain  were 
considered independent republics outside the scope of Mauryan authority. This thinking was the basis for 
Mahatma Gandhi’s dream for Modern India to become after freedom from the tiresome British rule a Village 
Republic. This dream was shattered by the authoritarian dreams of an equally powerful freedom fighter 
compatriot of Gandhi, the erudite; Harrow and Cambridge educated Kashmiri Brahmin Jawaharlal Nehru, 
India’s first Prime Minister. 
 
We have before us the history of Colonialism – how in North and South America, Australia and the Pacific, 
Africa , West Asia, China and India -  and to an extent in China and Japan – European  arms and 
industrialism  savaged the pre-industrial societies and as a result were successful in creating Poverty, the 
only answer to which was Development, which after the Second War --  through the new economy of war 
induced industrialism under Roosevelt (1939) , the big lending institutions  such as the Bretton Woods 
Sisters (1945), and Harry Truman (1951 ), created a re-colonization of the entire Third World  whose 
freedom from European rule was but short-lived as they became targets of economic colonization. Thus 
were time-honoured ways of living and production shattered, their arts and agricultural systems broken by 
“westernization”. The issue of religious conversion was in the forefront of Development as these victimized 
societies were shown to be backward and in need of missionary help – and the religion of modern 
colonialism has ever been Christianity – with its  hordes of missionaries working with the state through 
schools, hospitals, churches and  cultural institutions,  enforcing at every level among the “converted” the 
evils of acculturation and inculturation, while  the younger generation having no past to turn back to were 
willing victims of the addictions of materialism  -- alcoholism, drug abuse, sex abuse, the gaudy trinkets of 
materialism,   -- all these rapidly changed organized self supporting societies into  zombies of the new 
religion. That new religion was Industrialism, with its own economy and cultural symbols, its new idols of 
worship in branded goods and gods like Levis and Gucci… 
The older generations were unable to prevent the landslide from the old ways to the new. 
 
As one who has lived half a century and more among the most primitive forest societies of India I am 
qualified to speak of the collapse of Traditional India. A deep anguish stirs within me as I see ancient tribal 
beliefs and institutions being destroyed so wantonly in the name of Development. It was this above all else 
which transformed me into an environmental and cultural activist. When I see foreign tourists who are 
visiting India forming glib opinions based on what they have seen and heard of poverty I am appalled, 
because this is not India which they are seeing but the 65 years of industrial induced poverty…Their erudite 
and generally high caste informers  continue to disillusion them. I am reminded of the Greek Ambassador 
Megasthenes at the court of Chandragupta Maurya in the 4

th
 cent. BC whose observation of Indian ethnic 

societies in his work Indika is a fable of misinformation because whatever information he received was from 
the higher caste Brahmins at the Mauryan  court in Patliputra, the modern city of Patna only 250 kilometres 
north of my hometown of Hazaribagh. Two thousand years and more have passed, and the Ganges has 
steadily flowed past Patna, its silt increasing as the glaciers have melted - but the foreign traveller in India 
today is still as badly informed about the true India which always lies beyond his or her reach. And this is 
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My India, the India of those whom modern Indian development has trashed completely. And despite its 
sadness it is a happier India than the overfed, conscienceless, India of the powerful politicians and 
administrators, high priests, political masters and corporate chiefs. It is where the spirit – the soul of a 
people – still lives. It is the India in whose bosom my French mother gave me birth, in which I grew up as a 
foreigner,  but one whose wet-nurse was tribal India. It is the India of hidden streams and waterfalls, the 
India of unvisited forest villages, the India of ancient customs and long-lingering memories. It is the India of 
heat and dust and mosquitoes and snakes, but also of the croaking of frogs waiting for rain and of the 
spectacular monsoon sunsets. It is the India of impoverished under-fed people and of their shining eyes and 
beautiful smiles. It is the India where tears can still rise in the eyes and where the choking of despair is felt.  
It is a human land. In contrast the modern industrial West has lost its humanity. 
 
This India is a different world and to be a part of it one has to pay a high price, because it is elusive even 
when it is before one. In spite of 65 years of steady forest shearing, earth moving, people displacing 
industrialization on a scale that dwarfs the monuments of ancient antiquity, India has remained herself. And 
this is the Mother in her. Even where most abused and wracked, still she remains unchanged. In 
transformation she remains the same.  Wilderness grows back in mining areas and displaced societies 
suddenly emerge in a new avatar. And one regains confidence that India cannot be destroyed. 
 
The history of European colonization has shown that it is much more than mere economic profit from 
material exploitation of a region, its main objective is the conquest of the mind – and eventually the soul -- 
of the conquered populations to obtain complete submission to its demands. This has not yet happened in 
India because India is being colonized from within. When the corpse is examined it is Indian. The West 
rules India by economic strings as a puppeteer. The central and regional governments though high caste in 
fact (where it counts) is ever ready to give lip service to tribal heroes and tribal culture. Alongside with this 
tribal lands and forests are exploited brazenly by the state, or by the corporations they empower. The 
missionary aspect of Development, its high priests in their offices, and the idols they worship in the 
shopping malls, continue alongside. The cultic notion of Development - basically a European notion – 
remains and will continue because it conveys security to those who can access it, and these are the higher 
castes. Those tribals who can get into the system via their reserved quota join in the open loot and 
conspiracy to exploit.  Thus it is an area where fortunes can be made even if it is at the expense of India 
and her poor. 
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